LIKE US ON FACEBOOK!

The Nor’West Scout Shop is now on Facebook. We use this tool to let our customers know what’s going on (current promotions, closures, special events, etc.) and provide information to our customers. Please check out or page and let us know what you think!

facebook.com/NorWestSS

Sew easy! Let the Scout Shop Do It!

Sewing Service is available for both patches and hemming. Please ask Sales Associates for more details.
CampMaid's
Leave-no-Trace Tools
for Scouts
are now in all National Scout Shops!

**LID HOLDER & SERVING STAND**
- Removes lid and keeps it off the ground!
- Use as a serving stand and pot holder!
- Flip it over and use the lid as a skillet!
- Keeps food warm
- Lid lift and removal is easy, safe, and secure
- Turn stand upside down for cooking on lid
- Fits all Dutch oven sizes 8" 10" 12" 14" 16"
- Steel frame construction
- Weighs only 3 lbs!
- Easily stored inside of a 12" or larger Dutch oven
- Handle is designed to not get hot (when used properly)

**FLIP GRILL & TRIVET 3 PIECE**
- Attach Flip Grill to your CampMaid Lid Holder
- Simply 'Flip & Grill' over the CampMaid Charcoal Holder
- CampMaid Charcoal Holder clips under grill for cooking!
- Raise and lower for desired heat!
- Can also be used as a Trivet or Steamer!

**KICKSTAND LID LIFTER**
- Fits All Sized Dutch Oven Lids
- Easy And Safe Way To Handle Your Lids
- Dumps charcoal into one spot for easy clean up
- Great Way To Cool Lids Down

**CAMPMAID CHARCOAL HOLDER & ADJUSTABLE HEAT SOURCE**
- Multi-use Heat Source for charcoal and wood
- Add wood chips for smoking food!
- Flip the CampMaid Lid Lifter to use Dutch Oven lid as a skillet – use the charcoal holder for heating the skillet lid
- Holds charcoal in place for even heat
- Clamp on handle for adjustable cooking
- Use with other CampMaid tools or place it on the ground and put Dutch Oven directly on top of the coals
- Anodized steel tray for durability & convenience
- Great for starting charcoal with its air flow design

**CAMPMAID DUTCH OVEN TOOLS**
- CampMaid tools work with every manufacturer and size from 8 to 16.

**CHARCOAL CHIMNEY**
- Heats up to 40 briquettes
- Lightweight & portable
- Folds up to Pack in a 12" Dutch Oven
- One Piece, Collapsible
- Chimney bag included

**CAMPMAID CHARCOAL OVEN**
- Dutch Oven Kit includes Lid Holder, Kickstand Lifter, Charcoal Chimney, Charcoal Holder, and Dutch Oven

---

**find more videos and instructions on**

www.ScoutStuff.org/CampMaid